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Passive solar design earns high marks for heating Don and Kim Kelley’s off-grid home,
while a modest off-grid PV system provides 100% of its electrical energy needs.

Interview by Ian Woofenden
Photos by Don & Kim Kelley

So what got you started with renewable
energy (RE)?
We began thinking about RE solutions while living and
working in Grenada, West Indies, in the mid-1980s. That
island’s electricity came exclusively from unreliable,
centralized diesel generation. Its pollution seemed out of
keeping with the country’s great beauty and relative freedom
from resource-intensive, convenience-at-any-cost habits
common in much of the industrialized world.
Kim and I envisioned a simpler, slower-paced, and more
ecologically responsible lifestyle for ourselves upon our return
to the United States. In 1987, we bought a small farm with an
old farmhouse on 59 acres in the Black Hills of South Dakota,
and began producing much of our own food. We have since
left the medical world (Kim as nurse, Don as pathologist), and
have devoted ourselves full-time to this pursuit.
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Above: What
started out as a
livestock barn
morphed into an
off-grid, passive
solar home.
Right: A DIY
life—Don and Kim
Kelley in front of
their passive and
active solar home.
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The poured concrete slab on the ground floor was insulated
underneath with R-10 rigid foam insulation.

Cement block foundation walls were earth-bermed to 5 feet,
and insulated before backfilling.

We lived in the poorly insulated frame house while
learning to grow and harvest hay, milk cows, make cheese,
and raise organic vegetables, We relied on wood heat and
consumed an average of around 350 kWh per month of
electricity from our rural co-op. The dream of a nearly
autonomous, low-maintenance house took shape during
this period, although a milking-and-hay barn with attached
implement shed rose to the top of the priority list. Don began
leveling a pad for the barn in 1996.
This DIY barn project proceeded slowly, as we
experimented with a poured-masonry wall-building
technique (using big local rocks, concrete, and slip forms).
The walls of this 150-foot-long building were partly built
when we reluctantly decided to sell our livestock. Our plan
morphed into finishing the structure as a home.
Kim and I had elected not to have children, and I guess
part of the reason we “overbuilt” this structure was the
hope that it would be a multipurpose building useful to
future inhabitants as they deal with increasing climate and
energy problems. The second story, originally intended as a
drive-in hayloft, became an enormous workshop and garage
adjacent to a kitchen. Much of the lower story is devoted to a
woodworking and mechanical shop.

rigid foam insulation. The ratio of south-facing glazed area
to floor area is about 11% on the ground floor, and about 9%
on the second story. The difference is explained by the larger
sunlit thermal mass (slab and concrete walls) in the lower
level. We adhered to the recommendation that north- and
east-facing glass areas should be less than 4% of floor area,
and west-facing glass should be no more than 2%.
Auxiliary heating is with a kit-built masonry heater,
which incorporates an oven and water-heating coil. We strive
to maintain warmer winter indoor temperatures only in the
central living area of the building where the heater is located.
We use a standard wood heater in the west wing only when
those workshop areas are in use. Propane fuels our cooking
range, as well as a backup water heater.

Keeping warm during South Dakota’s long,
brutal winters must be challenging. How
did you plan for and implement heating
systems, and how are they working?
We’ve been inspired by various authors who have
described sun-savvy building techniques. The footprint
of the building was determined partly by a bend in the
property line just to the north of the house (wanting to
avoid intruding more than necessary into the meadow
land), and partly by the passive-solar concept of extending
the east-west axis of the building, to maximize solar
exposure.
The 5-foot-deep earth berms along the north, west, and
east sides help moderate interior temperature swings. In
addition, the 6-inch-thick concrete slab and 12-inch-thick
concrete-and-rock walls are isolated from the earth by R-10

An owner-built
masonry fireplace
provides the
backup heat to
the passive solar
gain. Usually, only
one small fire is
necessary on cold
mornings.
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This unique passive solar home was
constructed with durable, long-lasting
materials for optimal thermal mass and
ease of maintenance. The narrow, long
footprint maximizes each room’s access
to solar gain, which provides the bulk of
wintertime heating.

Passive solar heating keeps the house above 52°F without
any backup heating—even in sub-zero temperatures and
without occupants. On very cold days, when we want interior
temperatures in the high 60s, we may fire the masonry heater
once in the morning and again in the evening. More typically,
a single morning fire does the trick. The plan with a masonry
heater is to burn a very hot, undampered fire down to embers,
at which point both intake air and flue-gas exhaust are closed
off, trapping the heat within the masonry mass. Radiant heat
continues to emanate for at least the next 24 hours. These heaters
feature a winding path through the masonry structure that the
flue gases must take before exiting the chimney, thus harvesting
most of the heat during that passage. Since we are surrounded
by pine, aspen, birch, and spruce forest, fuel is plentiful.
Kim loves the built-in oven for wonderful pizza and
deliciously browned garden veggies. I’ve rigged a remotesensing thermometer within the oven chamber, so while we’re
upstairs in the kitchen, we know when the oven downstairs
has reached proper temperature. It drops from a high of as
much as 1,500°F to baking temp within the first hour or so.

Seven years of living with our PV system have shown us
the practicality and extreme reliability of this technology. It
has been especially obvious when weather events have left
neighboring grid-reliant homes without electricity for days
at a time.
Our experiences have made us evangelists for the
decentralization of energy generation in our state, and we
channel this lobbying effort through a statewide organization
called Dakota Rural Action. We would like to join forces with
more RE enthusiasts in our region, and hope that Home Power
readers from our area will make themselves known to our
organization.
Don installed the 3.24 kW off-grid PV system himself.

And what about cooling?
Summer cooling is not needed, owing to our latitude (above
44°N) and altitude (4,860 feet above sea level). Even when
outside air temperatures reach more than 90°F, the home’s
thermal mass keeps the building cool, as do the balcony and
other 4-foot overhangs on the home’s south side. The depth
of these overhangs are a compromise between maximizing
winter’s low sun and minimizing summer heating of the thermal
mass. The maximum indoor temp we’ve recorded is 76°F.

Why did you decide to keep the new home
off-grid?
The building site was one mile from the nearest electrical utility
access, which made the decision to go off-grid quite easy—the
cost for underground line installation was comparable to the
price of an off-grid system that would meet all our electricity
needs. South Dakota has no net-metering legislation, so there
is no hope of recouping the expense of a grid-tied system.
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What resources did you consider, and why
did you end up with solar energy?

Kelley Off-Grid System Loads
Watts

Hrs.
/ Day

Days
/ Wk.

Avg.
Daily Wh

2 Crosley chest freezers

720

Submersible well pump

1,200

2.00

7

1,440.00

0.75

7

Cordless phone w/ extensions

900.00

36

24.00

7

Satellite modem & router

864.00

60

14.00

7

840.00

Microwave oven

1,500

0.50

7

750.00

CF & LED lamps

136

4.50

7

612.00

TV w/ DVD player

200

2.50

7

500.00

Sun Frost fridge/freezer

40

12.00

7

480.00

Laptop computer

24

14.00

7

336.00

Dishwasher

1,400

0.50

3

300.00

• The low maintenance of PV energy was very appealing.

Power tools

1,000

0.50

2

142.86

600

0.25

3

64.29

• South of our building, a saddle in the valley rim allows good
wintertime solar access for a substantial part of the day.

Stereo

13

4.00

7

52.00

540

0.33

2

50.91

25

0.25

1

0.89

We chose solar electricity for several reasons:

Item

• We live in a rather narrow valley, so the winds we get are
mainly mild turbulent gusts rather than any sustained
directional flow, evidenced by the fact that I’ve never
been able to keep a kite airborne for more than a minute.
A tower 200 feet or higher would be necessary to access
prevailing winds.
• Although a small stream runs through our farm, there’s
neither sufficient head nor flow to justify a hydro turbine.

Vacuum cleaner
Staber clothes washer
Ceiling fans

• We have good insolation in our area, with 5.21 average
daily peak sun-hours.

Totals

7,494

7,333.00

• Considering that most grid electricity from rural coops in
our area is coal-generated, our choice avoided not only years
of future electricity bills, but also a lot of greenhouse gas.

How did you design a system to meet your
loads?
My long-term subscription to Home Power magazine provided
the bulk of the education and motivation to design and install
our PV system. There were no commercial installers in our
area at that time, so selecting components was an online
endeavor. We sized the 3.24 kW array, and 840 amp-hour,
48-volt battery based on our electricity consumption history
while living in our old farmhouse, figuring that we’d need to
generate around 11 kWh per day average, year-round.
We use CF or LED lighting, and our appliances—such as
dishwasher, clothes washer, fridge, and freezer—are Energy
Star-rated or better. We can still use
power tools, a computer, and a home
entertainment system. Outlets supplying
intermittently used appliances have wall
switches to control phantom loads. We
have yet to overtax our system.

What about backup?
We used a gasoline generator during the earliest phases
of construction. What a relief it was when my friend Pete
Hendricksen offered to let us use his portable solar generator
(no more trips down the ladder to fire up the genset when
we wanted to use a power tool, and heavenly silence was an
added blessing).
We have not yet relied on a backup generator while living
in this home. Solar electricity alone has been sufficient to
periodically equalize the bank during long-daylight months. We
may add a generator in the future to make winter equalization
of the batteries easier, and to increase battery life expectancy.

Left: Dual OutBack
Power Systems
VFX3648 inverters
and an MX60 charge
controller are the
heart of the system.

How did you decide what
PV system components to
use?
My research led me to OutBack Power
gear, matched with 18 Evergreen 180
W modules, and 16 Trojan L-16 6-volt
batteries (wired as two 48-volt series
strings). Charge control is through a
single OutBack MX60 controller. Two
OutBack VFX3648 inverters supply
240 VAC output balanced through an
OutBack X240 transformer. Although we
installed the system ourselves, I did hire
a qualified electrician to check the whole
system, and he gave it thumbs-up.

Right: Sixteen Trojan L-16 batteries
at 48 volts provide energy storage
for at least two days without sun.
homepower.com
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Photovoltaic Array:
18 Evergreen, ES-180-RL, 180 W each at 25.9 Vmp,
wired in six series strings of three modules each for 3,240 W total at 77.7 Vmp

PV Combiner Box:
Ready Watt,
six 15 A breakers

Tech Specs
Overview
System type: Off-grid, battery-based
solar-electric

Kelley Off-Grid
PV System

Date commissioned: December 2007
System location: Nemo, South Dakota
Latitude: 44°N
Solar resource: 5.21 average daily
peak sun-hours

Charge Controller:
OutBack Power, MX60,
MPPT, 60 A, 48 VDC
nominal output

PV
Disconnect

Production: 300-350 AC kWh per month

Photovoltaic Array
Modules: 18, Evergreen, 180 W STC,
25.9 Vmp, 6.95 Imp, 32.6 Voc, 7.78 Isc
Array: 6, 3-module series strings, 3,240
W STC total, 77.7 Vmp.
Array combiner box: Ready Watt with
6, 15 A breakers

L1
N

Array disconnect: OutBack 70 A breaker

L2
G

Array installation: Owner-built mounts
installed on south-facing roof, 45° tilt

Energy Storage
Inverters:
Two OutBack Power VFX3648,
120/240 VAC output

85%
Meter:
TriMetric 2020

Batteries: 16 Trojan L-16, 6 VDC
nominal, 420 Ah at 20-hour rate,
flooded lead-acid
Battery bank: 48 VDC nominal, 840 AH
total
Battery/inverter disconnect: 175 A
breaker

Balance of System
Charge controller: OutBack Power
MX60, 60 A, MPPT, 77.7 VDC input, 48
V nominal output

Ground

Inverter: Two OutBack Power VFX3648,
48 VDC nominal input, 120/240 VAC
output
AC Mains Panel:
To 120/240 VAC loads

Batteries: 16 Trojan L-16 flooded lead-acid,
420 Ah each at 6 VDC, wired for 840 Ah at 48 VDC

Note: All numbers are rated, manufacturers’ specifications, or nominal unless otherwise specified.
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System performance metering:
TriMetric TM-2020
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Kelley Off-Grid System Costs
Item

Cost

18 Evergreen PV modules, 180 W

$12,762

16 Trojan L-16 batteries, 6 V, 420 Ah

4,738

2 OutBack Power VFX3648 inverters, 48 V

4,730

OutBack Power MX60 charge controller, Mate, etc.

1,515

Shipping

629

PV module mounting materials

420

Breakers

113

Ready Watt combiner box

98

Misc. wires, connectors, etc.

50
Total

$25,055

Federal tax credit*

-4,000

Grand total

$21,055

*In tax years 2006-08, the federal tax credit was capped at $2,000, with no carryover of the
purchase amount to subsequent years.

A low-sloped roof and almost-flat south eave made array
installation and ongoing maintenance easy.

Resources

What is your PV system maintenance
scheme?
It’s been handy to have the shallow-pitched roof in front of
the PV array so we can sweep snow off the array in winter.
The modules have never gotten significantly dirty, so we
haven’t had to clean them yet. So far, maintenance is focused
on the batteries—topping up the battery water every six
weeks, and occasional manual battery equalization.
A loose and corroded terminal within the DC controlbreaker box resulted in a sudden, complete blackout awhile
back. This required several hours for me to trace and repair.
Otherwise, it’s all worked like a dream.

What are your next RE plans?
We’d love to reduce our propane consumption to that required
only by our kitchen range by adding a solar hot water system.
Offsetting at least 70% of annual water-heating energy with
solar is feasible. This seems like a brilliant investment, easily
paid back over a relatively short time. So the vacant portions
of our 45° pitched roof will soon be occupied by solar water
heating collectors.
This system—for several hydronically warmed floor areas,
a small exercise pool, and tap water—has been planned in
detail but not yet implemented, as we are awaiting a response
from the only qualified installer in our area. I’ve proposed
doing most or all of the installation myself, but could sure
use expert advice on designing the system and sourcing
the components. I’ve run insulated copper lines from future
collector locations to the space allocated for an 80-gallon solar
storage tank.

What’s day-to-day life like with your energy
systems?
While living in the old, poorly insulated, wood-heated frame
house during the early years here, we became accustomed to
energy-conserving practices, such as minimizing pumpedwater use and employing CF lighting. The root cellar in the
old farmhouse for storing garden harvest was well-used, and
one is planned for this house. Nevertheless, we’ve needed

Here are some of the Kelleys’ resources:
Dakota Rural Action’s Energy Fairness Initiative • bit.ly/
SDEnergyFairness
Beyond Oil Solar • beyondoilsolar.com • Solar-electric equipment
Temp-Cast Enviroheat, Toronto, Ontario, Canada • tempcast.
com • Masonry heater kit
Books & articles:
“Understanding Energy-Efficient Windows” by Paul Fisette, Fine
Homebuilding magazine, Feb./Mar. 1998
The Solar House—Passive Heating and Cooling by Dan Chiras,
Chelsea Green, 2002 • Calculations of glazing area to floor
space/mass
The Book of Masonry Stoves: Rediscovering an Old Way of
Warming by David Lyle, Chelsea Green Publishing Co., 1984
The Owner-Builder’s Guide to Stone Masonry by Ken Kern,
Owner Builder Publications, 1976 • “Poured-masonry” wallbuilding technique
Past Home Power articles: Members can access these articles
in the full issue archives at homepower.com.
“Doing a Load Analysis: The First Step in System Design” by
Ben Root in HP58
“Batteries: What We Know About Them; How to Use Them” by
John Wiles in HP66
“Grounding” by John Wiles in HP65
“Grounding Separate Structures” in HP65
“To Ground or Not to Ground: That is Not the Question” by John
Wiles in HP72
“PV Grounding on a Single Dwelling” by John Wiles in HP73
“Lightning Happens: How to Protect Your Renewable Energy
System” in Windy Dankoff in HP107
“What is a Charge Controller” by Windy Dankoff in HP72
“How to Choose an Inverter for an Independent Energy System”
by Windy Dankoff in HP82
“Technology Marches On” by Richard Perez in HP106

homepower.com
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about 20 cubic feet of freezer space, and use our reliable,
secondhand Sun Frost fridge/freezer. Water pumping and
refrigeration are our largest electrical loads, and we’ve been
able to cover all loads adequately with the PV system.
We keep the TriMetric display showing “percent battery
capacity,” and the batteries usually reach 100% before noon
on a sunny day. In summertime, overnight drawdown is
minimal—80% to 90% full is typical; but we may see 55% to
60% first thing on a dark winter morning. If we anticipate
a couple of cloudy days, we’ll probably defer running the
clothes washer, but this rhythm becomes almost unconscious,
rather than bothersome.
We’ve been so satisfied with our system that it’s hard
to imagine how we’d do it much differently. We would like
to create a breakthrough in the public’s awareness of utility

companies’ and fossil-fuel interests’ defensive posturing and
disinformation as they resist change. Once we’ve exposed
and eliminated that resistance, and federal subsidies for
renewable, distributed generation become more equal to
those for fossil-fuel and nuclear power, I think the public will
be ready to make a rapid conversion.
Many of those advocating continued reliance on fossil- and
nuclear-generated power seek to discredit environmentally
responsible technologies and roll back incentives for the
adoption of such systems, rather than adapting to the urgent
need for change. Our off-grid lifestyle is a microcosm, showing
what is also possible on-grid—thoughtfully designed systems
using local resources within a more sustainable and resilient
framework.

PATENTED TOP OF POLE SOLAR ARRAYS
<SIMPLE ADJUSTMENT><12PANEL><9PANEL><6PANEL><NO WELDS>

WWW.AXISARRAY
.COM

Outback MPPT Controller

60 or 80 amps at 12,24 or 48 volts
2 year warranty
#4880150

5977 SR 515
Millersburg, OH 44654
P. 330-893-7033 | F. 330-893-1070

MagnaSine Magnum Inverter/Charger

9-17 VDC. Pure sine wave, low THD. Accessible
design. Expanded transfer relay. Multiple Ports.
3 Year Warranty
#122800

Sales & Service
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US Battery USL16HC

420AH/6 Volt. 30 Month Warranty
11.875 x 7.125 x 16.75 inches
#USL16HC US Battery 420AH
US Battery US2200 XC
232AH/6 Volt 30 Month Warranty
10.25 x 7.125 x 11.25 inches
#US2200-6 US Battery 232AH
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